Student life at NTNU and student activities related to MSc in Industrial Mathematics
Student life at NTNU

- Committees
- Sports clubs
- Students societies
- Studentersamfundet
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Students in committees

- Students are represented in most committees
- Reference group
- Hear the students opinions
- Interaction between the department and the students
  - Which subjects and when
  - Reading rooms
  - The lectures and the lecturer
  - Opinions of the students
  - Motivation
  - Etc
A typical student week

- Usually 4 different courses
  - 2 x 2 hours lectures in each subject
  - Exercises (often mandatory)
  - Projects in groups
Socialization

- Reading room with other students
- Working in groups
- Social events such as
  - Football
  - Excursion
  - Seminars
  - Parties
Nabla

- Student society for physics and mathematics
- Arrangements mostly for younger students
- Socially and scientific
Student seminar

- By students for students
- Master students and PhD students
- On a level understandable for students in mathematics
- Informal
- A nice way to practice holding a presentation
Conference

- Students from all over Norway (5 different universities and one university college)
- Meet people (network building)
- Create interest in mathematics
- Young, enthusiastic lecturers from different fields
ECMI modelling week

- The European Consortium for Mathematics in Industry (ECMI)
- Modelling week very year
- At NTNU in 1999
- 20th modelling week in Denmark this year
- Mathematical modelling
- Group works
Alumni

- Network for old students
- Keep in touch with colleges
- Two: one for mathematics and physics and for all of NTNU
Social and scientific events are important to build network and enthusiasm.